Quantitative assessment of motor fatigue: normative values and comparison with prior-polio patients.
Motor fatigue is a common complaint of polio survivors and has a negative impact on activities of daily living. The aim of this study was to establish a normative database for hand grip strength and fatigue and to investigate differences between prior-polio subjects and normal controls. Static and dynamic hand grip fatigue and maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) of hand grip were measured in subjects with a prior history of polio (n = 44) and healthy controls (n = 494). A normative database of fatigue was developed using four indices of analysis. Compared with healthy controls, subjects with prior polio had significantly reduced hand grip strength but developed greater hand grip fatigue in only one fatigue index. Quantitative measurement of fatigue in the prior-polio population may be useful in order to detect change over time and to evaluate treatment strategies.